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Chaplains decry Sukkah vandalism

Coburn Childs
Co-Variety Editor
November is here, and
with that comes a fantastic tradition at Bryant – students can
get involved and have fun for
a great cause this month by
participating in the 5th Annual ‘Up ‘Til Dawn’ St. Jude’s
Fundraiser. The fundraiser
will be held in the MAC on
Tuesday, November 15th,
from 5pm-Midnight, and it
will feature a variety of raﬄes,
activities, food, and entertainment.
Spanning a large portion of
the day (and lasting well into
the night), the main purpose
of the Up ‘Til Dawn event is
even greater: to raise money
for St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital.
St. Jude’s is the only pediatric cancer research center
that pays for ALL treatment,
food, lodging, and travel costs
for patients, as well as family
members of patients. However, to do this, the Hospital
must continue to receive generous donations – this is
where we Bryant students
come in!
Individuals and teams can
sign up to be a part of the
fundraiser, which is essentially an hours-long letterwriting campaign, designed to
be fun and productive. Students must ﬁrst collect addresses of friends and family
members – everyone is asked
to bring at least 25 addresses
each.
On the night of the event,
everyone will convene in the
MAC and spend the evening
addressing and mailing envelopes for the campaign that
will be sent out all over the
world. Want to participate?
Start collecting as many
names and addresses as you
can – there is no limit, but try
your best for those 25!
While many students involved in Greek Life work
hard each year to sponsor the
event, participation from students in all varieties of campus life—including Athletics,

See Up ‘Til Dawn,
page 5.

The Sukkah put up by the Jewish student group Hillel was knocked down less than 48 hours later. (Steven Jablow)

For story, see page 5.

Koﬄer Communications Complex
constructs new talk show set
Katie Colton
Contributing Writer
The Koﬄer Communications Complex has had quite a makeover this past
week with the construction of a brand
new talk show set in the TV Studio. The
interview-style set is the ﬁrst of three
sets that will be installed this semester.
Designer and contractor Michael
Nosel, Professors Tom Zammarelli and
Tom Dooley, as well as Bryant’s Media
Production Analyst, Dan Greene, and
Bryant senior Katie Colton, have been
working on the project since this past
March.
After meeting with Nosel and coming up with a design and renderings, a
proposal was constructed and taken to
the Special Initiatives Committee, a
committee at Bryant that funds one-time
student proposals that beneﬁt the University as a whole. The proposal was
passed and the renderings began to

See New talk show set,
page 5.

The new television studio in Koffler. (Katie Colton)
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Guidelines for Comment…
We welcome your comments and submissions on editorials, articles, or topics of
importance to you. Only letters including author's name, and phone number will be
considered for publication (phone numbers will not be printed, they are for verification purposes only).
Letters to the Editor of 300 words or fewer will have the best chance of being
published. Also, except in extraordinary circumstances, we will not print submissions exceeding 500 words. All submissions are printed at the discretion of the
newspaper staff. The Archway staff reserves the right to edit for length, accuracy,
clarity, and libelous material.
Letters and submissions must be submitted electronically. Bryant University
community members can email submissions to: archway@bryant.edu. Letters and
articles can also be given to The Archway on disk. They can be left in The Archway
drop box on the third floor of the Bryant Center or disks can be mailed through
campus mail to box 7.
The deadline for all submissions is by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior to publication
(for a complete production schedule, contact The Archway office). Late submissions will be accepted at the discretion of The Archway staff and more than likely
will be held until the next issue.
Members of the Bryant community are welcome to take one copy of each edition of The Archway for free. If you are interested in purchasing multiple copies for
a price of 50 cents each, please contact The Archway office. Please note that newspaper theft is a crime. Those who violate the single copy rule may be subject to
disciplinary action.

Actuarial Association: General Meetings, Wednesdays 2:00pm, in Bryant Center 2A/2B!
The Archway: Writers’ Meetings, Mondays 4:30pm, Bryant Center Room 2A/B!
Bryant Chamber Ensemble: Open Rehearsals, Mondays 6:15pm, Interfaith Center West Room!
Bryant Players: General Meetings, Tuesdays 5:00pm, South Dining Hall
C.E.O: General meetings, Thursdays at 5:30pm in Room 2C of the Bryant Center!
Christian Fellowship: Thursdays, 7pm in the Interfaith Center West Room!
Colleges Against Cancer: Meetings, Wednesdays at 3:00pm, Bryant Center 2C!
H.E.A.L: General meetings, 3:00pm in room 2A of the Bryant center. "Come join us at Health Education
Awareness Leaders (H.E.A.L) as we discuss and participate in activities that involve responsible drinking,
safe sex, and the overall health and wellness of the student body here at Bryant."
SIFE: General Meetings, Mondays at 5:00pm in Papitto!
SPB: General Meetings, Mondays at 4:30pm, South

Want to see more people at your meetings or events?
Advertise for FREE through the news feed or calendar.
Email your club/org’s information to archway@bryant.edu

Department of Public Safety Log
EMT CALL
Medical Services Rendered
OCT 24 2011-Monday at 22:59

STUDENT CONDUCT
Student Conduct Violation
OCT 28 2011-Friday at 16:30

Location: CHASE ATHLETIC CENTER

Location: ENTRY CONTROL STATION

ASSAULT
OCT 30 2011-Sunday at 14:00

EMT CALL
Medical Services Rendered
NOV 1 2011-Tuesday at 01:27

Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: DPS received a report of a
person with a head injury. EMS was
activated and the subject was transported by Smithﬁeld Rescue to Fatima Hospital for treatment.
DRUG
(Possession of Drug Paraphernalia)
OCT 26 2011-Wednesday at 22:05

Summary: A student refused to comply with DPS oﬃcers at the ECS and
drove through the gate. Charges
have been ﬁled.
STUDENT CONDUCT
Student Conduct Violation
OCT 28 2011-Friday at 20:28
Location: ENTRY CONTROL STATION

Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: Drug paraphernalia was
found in a Residence Hall room and
was conﬁscated by DPS. Charges
have been ﬁled.
EMT CALL
Medical Services Rendered
OCT 27 2011-Thursday at 10:35
Location: ADMINISTRATIVE HALL
Summary: DPS received a request for
assistance in the Counseling Services
Oﬃce. DPS responded and the student was transported by Smithﬁeld
Rescue to Rhode Island Hospital for
treatment.
STUDENT CONDUCT
Student Conduct Violation
OCT 28 2011-Friday at 19:35
Location: ENTRY CONTROL STATION
Summary: A male was disorderly at
the ECS, charges have been ﬁled.

Summary: DPS received a report of
an underage guest not being signed
in at the ECS. Charges have been
ﬁled.
THEFT (FROM AUTO)
OCT 29 2011-Saturday at 16:05
Location: TOWNHOUSE VILLAGE
Summary: A student called Public
Safety to report that he had items
stolen from his vehicle. The incident
is under investigation.
EMT CALL
Medical Services Rendered
OCT 30 2011-Sunday at 00:35
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: DPS received a report of
an intoxicated male in a townhouse.
EMS was activated and the subject
was transported by Smithﬁeld Rescue
to Fatima Hospital for treatment.

Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A student reports visitor
assaulted her. Smithﬁeld Police were
contacted and an arrest was made.
DPS has issued a Letter of Trespass.
ACCIDENT (Motor Vehicle Accident)
OCT 30 2011-Sunday at 17:05
Location: HALL 15 LOT
Summary: A student reported that
her car was hit and her sport mirror
and front end were damaged. DPS is
investigating.
THEFT (From Building)
OCT 31 2011-Monday at 13:10

Summary: DPS received a report of a
student who was unresponsive after
hitting her head. EMS was activated
and the subject was transported by
Smithﬁeld Rescue to the hospital for
treatment.
TAMPERING WITH FIRE SAFETY
EQUIPMENT (Building)
NOV 1 2011-Tuesday at 01:39
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A student was arrested by
the Smithﬁeld Police for expelling a
ﬁre extinguisher unnecessarily. On
campus charges have been ﬁled.

Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A student reported a
stolen iPhone to DPS. The incident is
under investigation.
EMT CALL
Medical Services Rendered
OCT 31 2011-Monday at 20:25
Location: CHASE ATHLETIC CENTER
Summary: DPS received a report of a
person with a twisted ankle. EMS
was activated and the subject was
transported by private vehicle to Fatima Hospital for treatment.

BIAS INCIDENTS None Reported
To report a bias incident or hate
crime, go to www.bryant.edu/bias or
call the Bias Incident Hotline at
x6920
Bias related incident – a threatened,
attempted, or completed action that
is motivated by bigotry and bias regarding a person’s real or perceived
race, religion, natural origin, ethnicity, sexual orientation, disability, or
gender status. Examples of these incidents include name calling, oﬀensive language/acts, and
graﬃti/behavior.
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Study Abroad Spotlight
Makena Sage
enough to be a Gilman Scholarship recipient,
so I was able to travel a lot more than I ever
could have otherwise, and see much of what
the country has to oﬀer.

Tupper’s Tidbits
Why do mysterious
hoomans do that?
Ironclad Tupper I

Some of the trips I took included:
• Iguazu Falls (like Niagara, only so much
bigger and more beautiful!)
• Salta (the desert part of the country in the
north)
• Colonia (a quaint, historical town just
across the Mar del Plata in Uruguay)
• Córdoba and Villa General Belgrano (a
smaller city much like Buenos Aires and the
nearby town that hosts the annual Oktoberfest)
• Ushuaia (the southernmost city in the
world, just 1200 kilometers from Antarctica.
Tons of penguins and sea lions!)
• San Carlos de Bariloche (a famous ski
town on a huge lake in Patagonia)
And many more!

Makena at Iguazu Falls in Argentina.
(Makena Sage)

Class of 2012
University: Universidad del Belgrano
Location: Buenos Aires, Argentina
Partner:
Academic Programs International (API)
Semester Abroad: Fall 2010 (with early start)
Duration: 5 months
Reason for going:
Traveling is a huge passion of mine, so I always sort of knew that I wanted to study
abroad. Since I’m a double-concentration in
Marketing and Spanish (International Business major), I wanted to go to a Spanishspeaking country, and because I spent a lot
of my childhood in Europe, I decided to explore a totally new part of the world and go
to Latin America. I chose Argentina because
of the rich culture and history, and because
I’d heard so many amazing things about
Buenos Aires. Beyond that, I had many
goals/hopes for my study abroad experience,
including (but deﬁnitely not limited to):
• Become ﬂuent in spoken and written
Spanish
• Learn to tango
• Complete a 3-month internship
• Travel all over the country
• Make new and lasting friendships
I’m so grateful to have accomplished all of
these things, and to have had countless other
incredible experiences I never could have
dreamed of prior to studying abroad.
Best experience/memory:
It’s impossible to choose just one! I loved
traveling all around Argentina. Few people
realize how large Argentina is (about 1/3 the
size of the U.S.). The terrain ranges from glaciers to rainforests to deserts, and just about
everything in between. I was fortunate

Funny cultural experience:
The ﬁrst one that comes to mind was when I
went to my host cousin’s college graduation.
In Argentina it’s a tradition for the entire
family and close friends to go with the person when they ﬁnd out their ﬁnal grade,
which determines whether they are eligible
to graduate or not. After that, everyone takes
the new graduate outside and proceeds to
throw eggs and ﬂour at her, and pour every
sort of food/drink/condiment imaginable on
her! It is completely hilarious to watch and
take part in, but it also made me really glad
that we don’t have that tradition in the U.S.
How was the school diﬀerent from Bryant
University?
Well for starters, all of my classes were in
Spanish. The school was also in a high-rise in
the middle of the city, in contrast to the
sprawled-out rural Bryant campus. I think
that’s one of the best things about study
abroad though, the chance to experience
something completely diﬀerent from your
“normal” school/home experience. I really
enjoyed taking classes at the Universidad del
Belgrano, but there were also plenty of things
I missed about Bryant that I appreciate more
now that I’m back.
How did this experience change you?
It would be impossible to articulate all the
ways studying abroad changed me in just a
few words (in fact, I’m probably not even
aware of many of the ways I’ve changed!).
That being said, I think the broadening of my
horizons/perspective shift I experienced is
the change I’ve been most conscious of. The
mixture of seeing a completely new part of
the world and immersing myself in the culture/history/politics/language, and meeting
people from all over with fascinating stories
– some traveling around the world “just because,” others working remotely so they
could live anywhere – was very eye-opening.
I was reminded of how big the world really
is, but at the same time, how where you go
and what you do is really only limited to
what you can imagine and set your mind to.
Would you study abroad again given the
opportunity?
In a heartbeat. I actually hope to move to Europe to work after I graduate, and even if
that doesn’t work out, I will deﬁnitely be
traveling as much as I possibly can. I see
travel as a way of life, and I don’t think that
will be changing anytime soon.

Thinking of Joining the Maﬁa? Think Again.
Katie Colton
Contributing Writer
Ever wonder what it’s like to be in the
maﬁa? What about being at a corporation
when an ethical scandal is discovered? What
do you do when you’re at work and a baseball player is shooting up behind you?
Ethical dilemmas are a part of everyone’s
life, both personal and professional. You will
be faced with a range of ethical questions
here at Bryant, at home, and in the workplace. So how do you know what decision to
make? When are you crossing the line?
On Tuesday, November 8th, the Interfaith

Center is sponsoring “Figuring Out How to
Do What’s Right…” featuring a panel discussion and keynote speaker Michael Franzese.
The panel will consist of Gina Spencer, an
ombudsman at Covidien who worked at
Tyco when a scandal was uncovered in 2002,
Professor Tom Roach, who teaches the ethicsbased classes here at Bryant, and Kevin McNamara, a writer for the sports section of the
Providence Journal. The panel will discuss
where values come from, how to ﬁnd the
courage to make the right decision, and examples of ethical dilemmas that come up

See Mafia, page 5.

To REALLY get to know someone, you’ve got to get in
there really close! (Christina Senecal)
As I struggled to come up
with a proper subject for this
week’s column, I bounced
ideas oﬀ of the Mommies,
Daddy, and various friends.
The result? Absolutely NO
consensus!
Turns out, that’s what
ended up giving me the idea
for this week’s column: “Top
Five Most Perplexing Things
About Humans.” The most
diﬃcult task after that became
narrowing the subject down
to ﬁve. As my friend, Squirt
(@SquirtGG, aka, the gf of
English bulldog mascot Butler
Blue II @ButlerBlue2), would
say, #mysteriesofhoomans.
5. The urge to dress up
their pets. Did you SEE the
costume the Mommies put on
me for Howl-o-Weenie?
Reedonkulous. How would
you like me to dress you up
and laugh at YOU? Not so
funny now, wise guy, is it?
4. The urge to bathe every
day. Well, SOME of you. I’m
pleased to ﬁnd that a lot of
college boys don’t have that
urge. Thank you for
that…And for Dog’s sake,
don’t do a “marine shower”
as my Daddy calls it (look it
up on UrbanDictionary.com).
Cologne hurts my nose.

3. The urge my Mommies
have to talk “cutesy” to me. I
have an Honorary Degree.
I’m not “fuzzy-wuzzy, stinkacutie,” Mommy. Well, okay,
maybe I like it SOMETIMES.
2. The ability to function
on 6-8 hours of sleep. I cannot
IMAGINE how you do this! I
mean, the 8 hours I get between TV time and breakfast
is a nice little NAP. Then I eat,
do my business, chew a bone,
and nap. Then lunch, nap,
dinner, nap, TV time, and it
begins all over again…
1. Greeting by hand-shaking. What do you get out of
that? Now, you can learn so
much more from butt-sniﬃng.
Try it. Take a deep breath. In
about two seconds, you can
ﬁnd out where they’ve been,
what they’ve eaten, what
they’ve been up to, and what
kind of laundry detergent
they use. THAT’S important
information, for sure!
So now you know some of
the things that confuse me
about you bipeds. If you have
any answers for me, get at me
(twitter.com/BryantTuppy) or
(facebook.com/BulldogTupper). ’Til next week…WOOF!

Meet The Archway Editorial Board
Name: Tom Hansen

• Bryant University was the
only school I applied to

Position: Sports Editor
• My favorite sport is golf
Class: 2012
Home Town: Mansﬁeld, MA
Major: Entrepreneurship
Minor: Political Science
Fun facts:
• Part of the thousand tweet
club
• Referee for Massachusetts
Interscholastic Wrestling
• First person in my family
to go to college
• I’ve had the same pair of
boots since freshman year in
high school

• My favorite holiday is the
4th of July because it reminds me how great it is to
be an American
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Turner’s Thoughts
What are vitamins and
why are they needed?

Pinelli’s Cucina
and The Grille

Debbie Turner
Dietitian
Vitamins are essential nutrients needed to
sustain life. The body cannot produce
enough on its own, so it has to get them from
food. They come in two forms: Fat Soluble
and Water Soluble.
Fat-soluble vitamins are stored in the fat
tissues of our bodies; some store for a few
days, some for up to 6 months. When it's
time for them to be used, special carriers in
your body take them to where they're
needed. Vitamins A, D, E, and K are all fatsoluble vitamins.
Caution to those who restrict fat from
their diet-- you are also restricting these essential vitamins from being absorbed and
stored. So really, are you doing your body
good?
Water-soluble vitamins are diﬀerent.
These vitamins don't get stored in your body.
Instead, they travel through your bloodstream, and whatever your body doesn't use
comes out when you urinate. These kinds of
vitamins need to be replaced often because
they don't stick around! Water-soluble vitamins include vitamin C and the big group of
B vitamins — B1 (thiamin), B2 (riboﬂavin),
niacin, B6 (pyridoxine), folic acid, B12 (cobalamine), biotin, and pantothenic acid.
There are currently 13 recognized vitamins: A, D, E, K, C and the group of B’s.
Vitamin A: This vitamin plays a really big
part in eyesight, especially night vision. It
also helps your body ﬁght infections by
boosting your immune system.
Which foods are rich in vitamin A?
• Milk fortiﬁed with vitamin A
• Eggs
• Liver
• Orange fruits and vegetables (cantaloupe,
apricots, carrots, sweet potatoes, pumpkin)
• Dark green leafy vegetables (kale, collards,
spinach, broccoli)
Vitamin D: No bones about it, vitamin D is
the vitamin you need for strong bones and
teeth! It's essential for the absorption of calcium, and is responsible for cells to function
properly.
Which foods are rich in vitamin D?
• Milk fortiﬁed with vitamin D
• Fish
• Egg yolks
• Liver
• Fortiﬁed cereal
• Mushrooms
Vitamin E: This hard-working vitamin protects your cells and tissues from damage. It is
also important for the health of red blood
cells which keep oxygen going to your muscles and brain.
Which foods are rich in vitamin E?
• Whole grains, such as wheat and oats
• Wheat germ
• Leafy green vegetables
• Vegetable oils like sunﬂower, canola, and
olive
• Egg yolks
• Nuts and seeds (almonds, pumpkin, sun-

ﬂower, walnuts)
• Kiwi
• Avocado
Vitamin K: Vitamin K is primarily responsible for clotting blood after a cut so you don’t
continue to bleed.
Which foods are rich in vitamin K?
• Parsley
• Leafy green vegetables
• Dairy products, like milk and yogurt
• Avocado
• Broccoli
• Soybean oil
Vitamin C: This vitamin is important for
keeping body tissues, such as gums and
muscles in good shape. C also helps K if you
get a cut or wound, by helping you heal and
resist infection. Even though you can't always avoid getting sick, vitamin C makes it a
little harder for your body to become infected with an illness.
Which foods are rich in vitamin C?
• Citrus fruits, (oranges, pineapple, lemon,
lime)
• Cantaloupe
• Strawberries
• Tomatoes
• Broccoli
• Cabbage
• Kiwi fruit
• Sweet red peppers
The B Vitamins: The B vitamins are important in metabolic activity — this means
that they help make energy and provide it
when your body needs it. So the next time
you're running the ﬁeld or to class, thank
those B vitamins.
This group of vitamins is also involved in
making red blood cells, which carry oxygen
throughout your body. Every part of your
body needs oxygen to work properly, so
these B vitamins have a really important job.
Which foods are rich in vitamin B?
• Whole grains, such as wheat and oats
• Fortiﬁed: cereals, soy, pasta and rice
• Nuts and seeds
• Fish and seafood
• Poultry and meats
• Eggs
• Dairy products, like milk and yogurt
• Leafy green vegetables
• Beans, peas, potatoes,
• Mushrooms, tomatoes, green beans, asparagus, broccoli, cauliﬂower, avocado
• Banana, oranges, dates
The key is to eat diﬀerent foods to get an
assortment of vitamins. If you are a picky
eater and food is limited, I recommend a
multi-vitamin. Be careful with the vitamin
waters. Not only are they expensive, but
they are loaded with sugar. Sure, they are a
better alternative than soda, but let’s face it,
sugar is sugar. In a full 2.5 serving size bottle,
there is almost 9 teaspoons of sugar. Plus, the
added acids as preservatives contribute to
the decay of tooth enamel. So I ask, are these
pretty, colorful bottles with empowering
names a product that is good for you, or a
product of a marketing genius?

Emily Dupuis
North Smithfield High School Contributer
As October ends with an unexpected snowfall, many are
looking to supplant their outdoor fall activities with those
more appropriate for the colder weather. Going out to eat is always a favorite wintertime activity, and North Smithﬁeld offers plenty of options.
One of the most popular restaurants in North Smithﬁeld is
Pinelli’s Cucina and The Grille, located in Brigido’s Plaza oﬀ
Victory Highway. The Grille side of the restaurant, which has a
more relaxed and casual atmosphere than the Cucina side, is
open for lunch and dinner Tuesday through Sunday, and oﬀers
a variety of comfort foods. There are a multitude of options including nachos, calamari, grilled pizzas, assorted sandwiches,
wraps, and burgers. The restaurant oﬀers the option of eat in or
take out.
The Cucina side of the restaurant has a more upscale atmosphere and features a menu containing traditional Italian fare
served in generous portions at a moderate price. Salads, sirloin
dishes, veal, pasta, chicken, seafood, and “old world favorites”
including lasagna and fettucine alfredo can be found on the
Cucina menu. There is also a gluten free version of the menu
for those of you with special dietary needs. Cucina is open only
for dinner Tuesday through Sunday. Further information about
the restaurants can be found at the website www.marrarestaurantgroup.com/cucina.

Senate Corner
Bryant Center Forum
Paden Sadler
Contributing Writer
On October 26th, the Bryant University Student Senate
held a public forum centering around future renovations of
the Bryant Center in an eﬀort to update and transform the
building into a much more “student friendly environment.”
Rich Hurley and Rich Dankel chaired the discussion and
took questions from the audience regarding possibilities for
the future. Students brought up a great range of ideas including building a completely new building, expanding the
third ﬂoor, moving the post oﬃce into the Bryant Center,
and many more ideas. All ideas were taken under advisement by Hurley and Dankel, who said that they would explore all options with administration.
The voice of the students is the strongest voice on this
campus and on any campus, and it was incredible to see a
great deal of students contributing. Students here many
times don’t realize the strength that their voice can have on
this campus, and if students want change they must speak
up and be heard for it to happen.
In other news, Late Night Breakfast theme requests are
being considered. If you have a theme idea that you would
like to see, please email: psadler@bryant.edu. And if you
have any other issues or requests, please feel free to come to
Senate Meetings every Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in Papitto, or
call in to our WJMF Radio Show “Sorry for Legislating”
every Monday night at 7:00.
“Be the change you wish to see in the world.” – Mahatma
Ghandi

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS
OF THE
FRESHMAN SURVEY CONTEST!

Do you have a question you would like Debbie,
the dietitian, to answer?

The Oﬃce of Planning and Institutional Research
would like to congratulate this year’s winners of the
Freshman Survey Contest. Kelly DeRoche and Allison
Andrews both received $100 gift cards to the Bryant
Bookstore after their names were picked randomly
from all those who completed the CIRP survey at the
beginning of the semester.

E-mail archway@bryant.edu and
we’ll see that your question gets answered!

Thank you to everyone who participated. Keep an
eye out for the spring survey from OPIR next
semester for your chance to win!
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Up ‘Til Dawn
Continued from Page 1
Club Sports, and many other student organizations—is important to making the event such a success. At last year’s Up ‘Til
Dawn over 9,000 letters were mailed and nearly $33,000 was
raised. This year, the bar will hopefully be raised yet again.
This year’s Up ‘Til Dawn event is titled “Be a Kid. Save a
Kid.” – it is entirely Nickelodeon-themed and will feature
“Slime Time Live,” bingo, pictures with Nickelodeon characters, spin art, and entertainment provided by WJMF, the Bottom
Line, Velocity, and many other performers! Additionally, there
will be an abundance of food for fundraising participants, from
sushi to pizza to desserts, as well as a number of raﬄes for
some great prizes, including gift cards, gift baskets, and t-shirts!
Find and like the Up ‘Til Dawn page on Facebook to get all the
details of the great entertainment being oﬀered at the
fundraiser.
A wonderful event like Up ‘Til Dawn comes once a year on
Bryant’s campus, but the eﬀects can make a lifetime of diﬀerence for a child in need. Any and all Bryant students are encouraged to participate, even if they are only able to make it to the
event for a small portion of the time. St. Jude’s cannot continue
the amazing work being done without involvement in events
like Up ‘Til Dawn – thankfully, participation couldn’t be easier.
It’s already the holiday season, so call home and ask your parents for their Christmas card mailing list if you can’t ﬁnd
enough addresses. And sign-up is just a few clicks away at
www.stjude.org/utdreg. Additional questions can be directed to
Courtney Andries (candries@bryant.edu), or you can email
stjudeutd@organizations.bryant.edu. With participation from as
many Bryant students as possible, this Up ‘Til Dawn will be the
best year yet!

Senior Class Committee
announces ﬁrst Senior
Night - November 14th
Allison Salzberg
PR Manager

Tuesday, November 8:
10 a.m.-2 p.m. in the Roto
Wednesday, November 9:
11 a.m.-3 p.m. in the Roto
Thursday, November 10:
3 p.m.-6 p.m. in the
Senior Townhouse Junction

When you buy your ticket,
you will choose which bus
you want to go on. The ﬁrst
bus will board at 7 p.m. and
the second bus will board at 9
p.m. There will be 150 students on each bus.
There will be free pizza at
the event! Additional food
and drink will be available!
All proﬁts will be put towards the Class of 2012’s Senior Week in May. Any Bryant
student in senior standing is
eligible to attend all Senior
Events.
We want to start oﬀ our
Senior Nights with a
bang.This venue is a unique
and entertaining spot to
spend an evening with your
friends. Enjoy these Senior
Nights while they last! You
won’t want to miss out on the
event that all of your friends
will be talking about the next
day.

Only 300 tickets are being
sold! Tickets cost $25. Remember: this is a fundraiser
for the senior class!

Want more information?
“Like” Bryant Class of 2012
on Facebook and follow us on
Twitter! @BryantUniv_2012

Bryant University’s Senior
Class Committee is proud to
announce the ﬁrst Senior
Night of the year! This Senior
Night will be held on Monday, November 14th from 8
p.m. to 1 a.m.
Where, you might ask?
Well we’re sure you’re dying
to know, BUT Senior Nights
are always a secret until you
arrive at the venue on the
night of the event.
Tickets for Senior Night will
be sold this week:

Maﬁa at Bryant
Continued from page three
with their work.
Following the panel,
keynote speaker Michael
Franzese will take the stage.
Franzese, a former member of
the Colombo family, will discuss life in organized crime
and working with the Russian
Maﬁa. He will talk about
leaving a life of crime, deciding between right and wrong,
and how his life has improved since leaving the
Maﬁa.

The event will be hosted
by Professor Mike Roberto,
and takes place on November
8th in the MAC. The panel
discussion will begin at 2PM,
with Franzese to follow at
3PM. For more information,
please contact John Nesbitt,
Program Coordinator of the
Ronald K. & Kati C. Machtley
Interfaith Center at
jnesbitt@bryant.edu.

Check out
The Archway
on the web!
www.bryantarchway.com

Jewish Sukkah vandalized
Father Robert Marciano, Reverend Philip Devens, Steven Jablow
Catholic Chaplain, Protestant Chaplain, Jewish Chaplain
Recently an incident occurred on campus that
demonstrates that we have
not yet achieved the welcoming, tolerant and open community that many of us
thought we had here at
Bryant. The Jewish student
group Hillel erected a Sukkah
(booth) in front of the Machtley Interfaith Center to celebrate the joyous fall holiday
of Sukkot (booths/Tabernacles). This structure is a symbolic home for the week. Yet
after less than 48 hours the
Sukkah was vandalized, damaged, and knocked to the
ground.
Everyone reading this
newspaper is part of a unique
community. We all play a role
in a complex system created
to teach and nurture young
adults on their road to independence. Every employee of
Bryant University plays a role
in providing the students
with opportunities for
growth. Every student at
Bryant has come here to become something that they
each envisioned but have not
yet become.
Part of this education is
learning that as a graduate
one becomes a citizen of a

“We have not yet
achieved the welcoming, tolerant
and open community that many of
us thought we had
here at Bryant.”
larger world. As such, one
learns that to live successfully
and fully in our world means
learning to live with diverse
and diﬀerent people, people
of diﬀering cultures, backgrounds, races, orientations,
and religions.
It is our hope that occurrences such as the vandalism
will soon become a thing of
the past here at Bryant. Where
is the outrage? Where are the
protests? Should we not be
supporting one another as
members of a community together? Let us learn from this
that the safety and comfort of
us all depends on one another. Did you walk by the
sukkah and ask what it was?
If so, next time come and
learn. Did you see it vandal-

ized and simply keep walking? If so, next time raise your
voice in dismay that one of
your fellow community members could do this to the others.
Pastor Martin Neimoller
(1892-1984) was imprisoned
in Germany for leading a
group of clergymen against
supporting Hitler. He wrote
the following:
First they came for the communists,
And I didn’t speak out because I wasn’t a communist.
Then they came for the trade
unionists,
And I didn’t speak out because I wasn’t a trade unionist.
Then they came for the Jews,
And I didn’t speak out because I wasn’t a Jew.
Then they came for me,
And there was no one left to
speak out for me.
We write this together in
the hope that all in our Bryant
community can be treated
with respect and tolerance. If
we are not for one another
then what are we?

New talk show set
Continued from Page 1

Nolan and his guest that week, Todd Sweart, on Nolan@Night. (Katie Colton)
come to fruition throughout
they leave Bryant,” says Profor creative programming, as
the summer. The Talk Show
fessor Zammarelli, “They will seen with the coming of two
Set installed last week feaoﬀer the Bryant community
new TV shows created by
tures dark colors to warm up
many more options to create
Bryant students this year:
the atmosphere of the studio
programming and projects
Nolan@Night and Bryant
and give it a more modern
that will push their creativSports Center. Nolan@Night
look.
ity.”
features sophomore Nolan
Over the course of the next
Thompson, his sidekick
three months, the remaining
“DJD” (Dylan Smith) and a
sets will be delivered and convariety of guests and performstructed by Nosel and his
ers. Its format is similar to a
team. The next to be expected
Conan O’Brien or David Letis the News Set, which will be
terman type of show.
installed over Thanksgiving
Bryant Sports Center is
break, followed by the Living
currently being created by
Room Set to be installed over
senior Kyle Taragowski, andwinter break.
will provide an in-depth look
The new sets are crucial to
at Bryant’s Varsity sports, feathe expansion of Bryant’s
turing highlights from games
Communication program and
and students on camera as anwill provide an atmosphere
alysts. In addition to these
that is suitable for producing
two new shows, the sets will
tapes for portfolios. They will
also provide a new, fresh look
give much more of a profesfor returning shows: Morning
sional look to the productions
Delight and Bryant News
at Bryant. “These new sets
Broadcast, as well as classes
will allow students to create
that take place in the TV Stuportfolio-quality work that
dio.
The new sets have in fact
they can take with them when already created more options

‘The new sets are
crucial to the
expansion of
Bryant’s
Communication
program, and will
provide an
atmosphere that is
suitable for producing tapes for portfolios.’
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The forgotten war...the defense budget
Kyle Baldwin
Web Editor
The other day, I was talking with several of my friends
and mentioned Leon Panetta.
My friends gave me blank
stares in response to my statement about Mr. Panetta, then
the question arose, “[w]ho is
Leon Panetta?” Mr. Panetta is
the current Secretary of Defense and the former Director
of the CIA (it was under his
watch at the CIA that Bin
Laden was killed).
Mr. Panetta controls the
Pentagon, which in turn, controls the purse strings for the
so-called “military-industrial
complex” in the United States.
This year, the military is on
track to spend roughly $900
billion. The main recipients of
these funds are the United
States’ major defense contractors: Lockheed Martin ($16B),
Northrup Grumman ($11B),
Boeing ($10B), Raytheon
($6B), and General Dynamics
($5B).
Defense cuts will hurt each
of these companies, but perhaps none more than Lockheed Martin. You may not

know who Lockheed Martin
is but you are no doubt familiar with some of its products: the F-22 Raptor, the
F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, the
F-16, or the U-2 spy plane, to
name a few.
The eﬀects have already
begun to be felt at Lockheed.
The Company has been offering buy out packages to
its employees for the past
several years (including
1,200 Space Systems employees), but still maintains a
presence of 126,000 employees worldwide. With 84% of
its budget coming from U.S.
government contracts, it is
likely that any cuts will signiﬁcantly aﬀect Lockheed.
One of the most controversial, and, therefore most
likely to be cut, weapons
programs currently underThe F-35 Joint Strike Fighter Vertical Takeoff and Landing
way is the F-35 Joint Strike
variant: Potentially the next victim of budget cuts. (MCT Campus)
Fighter (JSF) program.
638 other aircraft have been
of the JSF program. The origiThe JSF program is valued
ordered by foreign governnal contracts with Lockheed
at $1 trillion dollars. This will
ments.
for these planes had the Compurchase 2,400 of the jets
A few days ago the Pentapany and the Government aswhich are slated to replace all
gon started an argument with sume equal amounts of the
of the existing ﬁghter aircraft
Lockheed Martin and its part- responsibility for the cost of
for the U.S. Navy, Air Force,
ners over the contractual remodiﬁcations and changes to
and Marines with a diﬀerent
quirements for the next phase the aircraft due to technical
variant for each. In addition,

faults, etc. Now, the Pentagon is looking to have the
new contracts place the entire burden of technical
change costs on Lockheed
and its partners.
This is a relatively simple
example of some of the problems associated with cutting
defense spending in the
United States. There are hundreds, if not thousands, of
active procurement programs, each with their own
special circumstances.
Simply changing contractual guidelines is not a solution to reducing program
costs and ultimately lowering defense spending. In
order to reduce program
costs, government oversight
of procurement programs
must be streamlined; companies forced, as Sen. Lindsey
Graham suggests, to accept
ﬁxed-price contracts as opposed to cost-plus contracts;
and the Pentagon needs to decide which systems can be upgraded versus redesigned to
meet the military’s needs.

Biz Snipz: the current happenings of the business world
Royce Brunson
Business Editor
•The Federal Reserve lowered its outlook for U.S.
economic growth on Wednesday, forecasting that
unemployment will reach between 8.5-8.7% by Q4
of 2012.
•It comes as no surprise to most baseball fans that
the Los Angeles Dodgers have been put up for sale.
The team, which declared Chapter 11 bankruptcy
four months ago, are the third most valuable baseball franchise at $800 million. The team currently
holds $644 million in debt, but has a $3 billion TV

rights deal with Fox Sports. Possible buyers for the
team include Mark Cuban and News Corp’s Fox
Sports.
•MasterCard, the world’s second largest payment
network, announced a proﬁt increase of 38% on
Wednesday. Debit card spending in the U.S. increased 23% to $97 billion and surged 35% outside
the U.S. to $62 billion. Credit card spending is up
across the globe 21% to $469 billion from $389 billion in the previous year.
•Siri, the iPhone 4S’ built in personal assistant is set
for launch in China. When spoken to, she responds

to all of your questions. The only catch: she does not
understand Mandarin or Cantonese.
•BlackBerry is going down in ﬂames. Its stock hit a
seven year low on Wednesday. Its U.S. market share
was valued at 9%, down from 24% the same period
a year earlier. With iPhone sales slaughtering RIM,
the question becomes, how long until this Berry
goes completely sour?
•Once again, President Obama saw his approval
ratings fall. Wednesday’s polls revealed that 42%
strongly disapprove of the President’s actions while
in oﬃce, leaving him with a -22 Approval Index.

Prof. Roberto Blogspot: Graph of the week: Our world in numbers
Three Principles of Apple We now stand seven billion strong
Professor Michael Roberto D.B.A
Faculty Contributor

Royce Brunson
Business Editor

In Walter Isaacson's terriﬁc new Steve Jobs biography, we ﬁnd a description of the simple principles
Mike Markkula outlined at Apple's inception. As my
students know all too well, I love the concept that strategy is all about making trade-oﬀs. As Michael Porter
has said, "The essence of strategy is choosing what
NOT to do." Take a look at principle #2 at Apple. From
the ﬁrm's inception, its leaders understood the criticality of making trade-oﬀs to create competitive advantage and build barriers to imitation. Here is an excerpt
from the Isaacson's biography:

During this past week, the United Nations announced an astonishing number in
terms of the world’s population: 7 billion.
That’s 7,000,000,000 people. However, the
global population rate has actually slowed
since the 1960’s, when it reached its fastest
growth of 2.1% annually. China, which currently holds 19.22% of the global population, saw only a .5% increase in 2009, which
was up drastically from its -1.1% growth in
1961. The second most populous country,
India, which holds 17.36% of the world’s
population, saw a 1.3% spike in 2010. However, the United States only saw a .7% increase over the past year and currently has a
population of 312,543,228. With the current
global population rate, it will take 14 years
to add another billion people, but by 2050 it
is estimated that the earth will hold 9.7 billion residents.
In 1950, The United States, China, and
India combined had a population of
1,084,730,779 according to geohive.com.
Today they have a combined population of
2,910,538,618. India is adding nearly 45,000
people daily compared to China’s 17,875
people and the U.S.’s addition of 8,000
everyday.
This chart, reveals the world’s population
in multiples of Manhattan. Directly below is
the amount of square meters each person
would have throughout history, represented
through famous monuments and buildings.

Markkula wrote his principles in a one-page paper titled
“The Apple Marketing Philosophy” that stressed three
points. The ﬁrst was empathy, an intimate connection with
the feelings of the customer: “We will truly understand their
needs better than any other company.” The second was focus:
“In order to do a good job of those things that we decide to
do, we must eliminate all of the unimportant opportunities.”
The third and equally important principle, awkwardly
named, was impute. It emphasized that people form an opinion about a company or product based on the signals that it
conveys. “People DO judge a book by its cover,” he wrote.
“We may have the best product, the highest quality, the most
useful software etc.; if we present them in a slipshod manner,
they will be perceived as slipshod; if we present them in a
creative, professional manner, we will impute the desired
qualities.
What an amazingly simple, but powerful statement
of core principles. Every entrepreneur should take
note!
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The most valuable franchises
in the National Football League
Frank Livera
Contributing Writer
One business that is not
faltering due to the poor economy is that of professional
football. The NFL saw its
overall value increase over the
last year, even with a new collective bargaining agreement
which took months to complete. According to Forbes,
the average NFL franchise
saw an increase of value of
about 1.4% from last year.
The new collective bargaining agreement will give
the NFL owners a larger piece
of the revenue sharing. While
the overall value of the NFL
has increased, the amount of
operating income has
dropped approximately 8.1%,
which Forbes attributes to rising stadium operation costs
and new training and practice
facilities.
While the following ﬁve
franchises saw large increases
in value, Forbes reports that
the gap between rich and
poor franchises in the NFL is
growing.
However, all 32 NFL franchises rank in the top 50 most
valuable sports teams in the

world. Let’s take a look at the
most valuable NFL franchises.
1. Dallas Cowboys
Topping the list of most
valuable NFL franchises is the
Dallas Cowboys at 1.85 billion
dollars, 2% more than it was
just a year ago. Dallas has
been named the most valuable franchise in each of the
last ﬁve years.
A large part of the Cowboys’ value comes from their
100,000 seat Cowboys Stadium which began operating
in 2009 and is worth approximately $1.2 billion.
Owner Jerry Jones has consistently kept his franchise at
the top of the list for the better
part of the last decade. His
Cowboys brought in $406 million of revenue over the past
year, by far the most in the
league. The Cowboys also
saw the largest amount of operating income at $119 million.
2. Washington Redskins
The Redskins rank number
two on the list, with a value of
$1.56 billion. The ‘Skins saw

Bulldogs complete
season sweep of QU
Courtesy of
Bryantbulldogs.com
Senior Maria Scocca (Melrose, Mass.) continued her
current hot streak Saturday
afternoon on the road, putting
up match-high kill numbers
for the third-straight contest
to lead the Bryant University
volleyball team to a 3-0 win
and season sweep of Northeast Conference rival Quinnipiac University.
Scocca's 13 kills also came
with a .407 attack percentage
and a match-best four blocks,
while Mariah Burgess (Urbana, Ill.) matched Scocca's
performance at the net with a
quartet of stuﬀs. With the
win, the Bulldogs (12-16, 6-6
NEC) match their longest
winning streak of the season
at three matches entering the
ﬁnal two weeks of the 2011
campaign.
Scocca's numbers represented much of Bryant's offensive ﬁrepower against
Bobcats (4-20, 3-8), with classmate Jazmin Stoner (Durango,
Colo.) chipping in the nexthighest total with ﬁve kills.
Junior Jadith Lorenzo
(Lawrence, Mass.) played a
big role in Bryant's oﬀensive
success as well, posting an
.800 attack percentage on ﬁve
attempts (four kills, zero errors) while also tying a match
best with 21 assists and serv-

ing up a contest-high two
aces. Rookie Elena Lohr
(Loveland, Ohio) picked up
16 digs to pace the Bulldogs
defensively.
On the day, the visitors
outblocked their hosts, 15-12,
and forced the Bobcats to a .042 team hitting percentage.
Tierra Allen led Quinnipiac
with seven kills in the outing,
while Kayla Lawler matched
Lorenzo's 21 assists and Tracy
Wright recorded a contestmost 20 digs.
The Bulldogs return to the
Chace Athletic Center for
their ﬁnal weekend of 2011
home action November 5-6.
Bryant will host Robert
Morris Saturday at 1 p.m. before welcoming Saint Francis
(PA) to Smithﬁeld for a 1 p.m.
home ﬁnale Sunday.

no percentage change
over their overall
value. The franchise
does face a large stadium debt due to upgrades added to
FedEx Field and the
surrounding facilities
but raked in the second-highest revenue
of $352 million. They
also have the next
highest amount of operating income after
Dallas, at $65.6 million.
3. New England
Patriots
Jerry Jones is the proud owner of one of the wealthiest sports
The Pats and
franchises in the world. (MCT Campus)
owner Robert Kraft
had a 2% increase of
4-5. New York Giants &
value, the clubs also face the
value over the past year, raisNew York Jets
two largest debt values in the
ing their value to $1.4 billion.
league. This large debt can be
The franchise began sponsorBoth of the New York
correlated with the opening of
ing sporting events outside of franchises have seen similar
the New Meadowlands Statheir own at the state of the
changes in their value over
dium in 2010, an 82,500 seat
art Gillette Stadium in order
the last year. The Giants and
facility that is shared by the
to generate more revenue.
Jets are worth $1.3 and $1.22
teams. The stadium’s naming
New England brought in $333 billion dollars respectively.
rights were sold to MetLife
million of revenue and had an The Giants saw a league-high
for $400 million over the next
operating income of $42.9 mil- 10% increase in value over the 25 years, making it the largest
lion. The Patriots have had
last year, and the Jets enjoyed
naming rights deal in NFL
the highest ticket prices of the a 7% increase. Despite the
stadium history.
2011 season.
huge spike in increase of

Bryant University Intramural
Athlete of the Week
Royce Brunson

Sport:
Flag Football
The BUIAOTW this week goes out to senior
oﬀensive and defensive lineman Royce
Brunson. Royce has been a journeyman in
his intramural career, and his eﬀorts as a
mercenary have aided any team that he
chooses to swear his allegience to. His ability to create pressure on the quarterback
has allowed for his team to create multiple
turnovers in their season thus far. A true
dog amongst dogs on oﬀense, Royce has
displayed the necessary tenacity to protect
his quarterback and give him time to ﬁnd
the open receiver. We wish Royce the best
of luck as his team moves into the playoﬀs.
Know an athlete that you want to nominate for the B.U.I.A.O.T.W.? Send all nominations and comments to
archway@bryant.edu

Jadith Lorenzo and Maria
Scocca of the Bulldogs.
(Bryant Athletics)
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The rising stars of the athletic world
Stories behind the top ﬁve athletes under 25
Jacquelyn Ammirato
Editor-in-Chief
Most people spend the
years from 18 to 22 at college
studying for tests and then
trying to ﬁnd a decent job.
These young adults have
taken a diﬀerent path. They
have spent their years on the
practice ﬁeld, playing in
championships, and signing
endorsement deals.
1. Rory McIlroy
Rory McIlroy was born in
Northern Ireland on May 4,
1989. McIlroy started learning
the game of golf from his father at the age of 18 months

and by age two was hitting 40
yard drives. At age seven he
became the youngest club
member at the Hollywood
Golf Club which is still his
home course today.
In 2006, he won the European Amateur Championship
and topped the World Amateur Golf Rankings. At the age
of 22, McIlroy won his ﬁrst
PGA Major tournament, wining the US Open by eight
shots on his way to a record
low score of 16-under par.
This past weekend, McIlroy
beat Anthony Kim on the ﬁrst
playoﬀ hole of the Shanghai
Masters, taking home a $2
million purse in the process.
Before his US Open victory,
McIlroy had four sponsor-

Rory McIllroy was atop the golfing world this June when
he took home the US Open trophy. (MCT Campus)

ships with companies like Titleist and Oakley totaling $10
million. With his recent victories, experts predict McIlroy
will topple Tiger Woods’
record of a $1 billion endorsement career.
2. Sidney Crosby
Sidney Crosby was born
on August 7, 1987, making
him 24 years old. In 2005,
after winning back to back
CHL Player of the Year
Awards in the Quebec Major
Junior Hockey League,
Crosby was one of the highest
regarded draft picks in
hockey history.
In his second season with
the Pittsburgh Penguins, he
led the league in scoring making him the youngest player
and only teenager to win a
scoring league title in any
major North American sports
league.
That same season he also
won two most valuable player
awards, one as voted on by
the NHL Players Association
and one from the Professional
Hockey Writers Association.
In 2009, Crosby became the
youngest captain to lead his
team to Stanley Cup victory.
In the 2010 Winter Olympics,
Crosby scored the goal that
led team Canada to their
gold-medal winning victory
over the United States.
Oﬀ the ice, Crosby holds
the NHL’s richest endorsement deal thanks to his deal
with Reebok and also has endorsements with Bell,
Gatorade, and Tim Horton’s.

3. Maria Sharapova
Maria Sharapova was born
on April 19, 1987. In 2004, at
the age of 17, Sharapova defeated top seeded Serena
Williams in the Wimbledon
ﬁnal for her ﬁrst Grand Slam
title. She has since gone on to
win two more Grand Slam titles and 24 WTA singles titles.
Since age 18, Sharapova has
been ranked the number one
female tennis player in the
world four times.
Last summer, Sharapova
was named the world’s highest paid female athlete by
Forbes magazine, reportedly
earning $24.5 million. This
was thanks in large part to
her endorsement deals with
companies such as Prince,
Gatorade, and Canon. In January 2010, Sharapova signed
an eight year $70 million contract with Nike, the most lucrative deal for a female
athlete in history.
4. Kevin Durant
Born on September 29,
1988 Kevin Durant is just 23
years old. He played just one
year of college basketball at
the University of Texas. The
one year was enough. He was
voted the Big 12 and the National Player of the Year of
2007. At 19, he entered the
NBA Draft and was selected
second overall by the Seattle
Supersonics. With an NBA endorsement contract in hand,
Durant went on to win the
NBA Rookie of the Year
award in 2008. In the 20092010 and 2010-2011 seasons

Velocity Presents: Dance-a-thon 2011
Maria Fontana
Contributing Writer
Velocity Dance Team will be holding
their 4th annual Dance-A-Thon for Multiple Sclerosis on Friday November 11th
in the Rotunda. Multiple Sclerosis is an
incurable disease that aﬀects a person’s
nervous system. There are over 400,000
people alone in the United States that are
diagnosed with this disease.
Last year we “Partied Like a Rockstar” and raised over $3,000. This year’s
theme is Party Rockin’ for MS and we are
hoping to raise even more! Doors open at
6pm and the Dance-A-Thon will start at
6:30.
There will be free pizza donated by
Greek Life as well as other sandwiches,
desserts and drinks provided by Velocity
throughout the night.
There will also be contests such as a 3
legged dance, a dougie competition,
freeze dance, hula hoop competition, and
limbo, with prizes donated by Bryant @
Night.
If you are not already on a team it is
only $5 to get in. All money raised goes

5.
Michelle Wie
On October 11, 1989 the
world welcomed Michelle
Wie. Wie’s accomplishments
as a professional golfer are
somewhat suspect. However,
her amateur accomplishments
and the amount of “buzz” she
has generated are enough to
get her a spot on this list. Wie
began playing golf at the age
of four, and just six years later
became the youngest player
ever to qualify for the
Women’s U.S. Amateur Public Links Championship. At
the age of 12, Wie won the
Hawaii State Open Women’s
Division by thirteen shots and
become the youngest player
to qualify for an LPGA Event.
The next year, Wie became
the youngest player to make
an LPGA cut at the Kraft
Nabisco Championship and
went on to make the cut at the
US Women’s Open that same
year. In 2004, Wie became
only the fourth female given a
sponsor’s exemption into a
PGA tour event. At the age of
16, Wie turned professional
signing endorsement deals
with Nike and Sony reportedly worth more than $10
million per year in the
process.

Don’t miss these
home games this
weekend in the
Dog Pound!
Saturday, Nov 5
Women’s Volleyball vs. Robert
Morris 1 PM
Women’s Basketball vs. Adelphi
5 PM

Sunday, Nov 6
Members of Velocity and Sigma Chi at last year’s Dance-a-thon. (Maria Fontana)
straight to the MS Society.
If you want to ﬁnd out more information, Velocity is sponsoring “MS Aware-

ness Days” on November 9-11th from
10am to 2pm in the Rotunda!

Katherine Andrusin
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he won the league scoring
title, becoming the youngest
player in history to do so. He
is a two time NBA All-Star
and in 2010 won the FIBA
World Championship MVP.

Field Hockey
The Top Dog award this week goes out to
senior tri-captain Katherine Andrusin of the
Field Hockey team. Kathie is a four year varsity player for the Bulldogs and has been a
true leader for the team from her arrival. She
had two points in the season ﬁnale against
rival Siena, including the opening goal of the
tilt as well as the game winning assist. Andrusin’s skill set and on ﬁeld presence will

surely be missed as the Field Hockey team
moves forward, and we at Archway Sports
wish her the best of luck with the remainder of
her senior year and beyond.
See an athletic performance worthy of the
Top Dog spot? Send all nominations to archway@bryant.edu.

Men’s Soccer vs.
Sacred Heart 1 PM
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Iraq withdrawal:
The illusion of closure
Collin Heroux
Staﬀ Writer
President Barack Obama's decision to withdraw US troops from
Iraq before 2012 is, on all counts, one
of the smartest moves the administration could make at this point in
time. With nearly ten debates under
Republican candidates' belts, Obama
needs ammunition for the coming
election.
The move is opportune for the
president who has turned out to be
far more conservative than his slogan
of "change" might have suggested in
2008. Obama's policies have more
commonality with those of Bush
than the American public anticipated
in the fervor of that election.
Regardless of whether or not the
blame for this truly lies with Obama
himself, or with an uncooperative
Congress, the American people have
been disillusioned about how much
drastic change is actually taking
place.
Leaving Iraq, however, will certainly not go unnoticed. Ending one
portion of the Middle Eastern conﬂict certainly is a marked change for
people who have lived for a decade
in the shadow of counter-terrorist
conﬂict.
Obama now has a golden opportunity to placate both Democrats,
many of whom have been calling for
this withdrawal for years, and Republicans, as this deadline for withdrawal was set by George W. Bush
during his in the presidency.
The true irony of this situation is
that, while it seems to be a major
step forward for the United States in
the Middle East, this is merely the
nominal end to one of several unconstitutional wars in which the nation
currently ﬁnds itself engaged.
Taxpayer dollars continue to fund
post-WWII bases in Germany and
outposts in South Korea, with American troops staﬃng each location.
Most audacious among the misuses
of American money, however, are
the unconstitutional expenditures.
The entirety of the "War on Terror" was not declared by Congress; it
was done in the name of NATO, with
the blessing of the United Nations.
The American people presently fund
three wars, about which their duly
elected representatives have little
say.
American drones ﬁre American
missiles into loyalist strongholds in
Libya, Americans enforce the no-ﬂy
zone of Libyan airspace, and yet the
democratically-elected oﬃcials in
Congress have little to no say in
these actions.
The war is far from over in
Afghanistan and Libya, but to even
say it is over in Iraq would be far
from the truth as well. Iraq will soon
join the ranks of post-war Germany
and South Korea as the newest member of the United States' nationbuilding portfolio.
The numerous interests of the
United States in the Middle East
would never allow them to truly
leave Iraq to its people. As was done
decades ago, with Shah Pahlavi in
Iran, the United States will seek to
play politics in the region, in order to
maintain its assets and entangling alliances.
The US will provide soldiers to
train Iraqi police forces, maintain
outposts, escort US-friendly politicians, and see to the general mainte-

nance of its inﬂuence in the embattled nation. The ﬁghting may be
over, but the unlawful tax burden on
Americans certainly remains.
The even greater irony is the role
this withdrawal will undoubtedly
play in the coming election cycle.
Americans thrive on a superﬁcial
war between two massive parties,
and this development will feed the
ﬁre nicely.
Members of Congress rarely read
the entirety of the bills upon which
they vote, and the public which gave
them their station pays even less attention. The ﬁner details of political
events, and the historical context in
which these events take place, go ignored by the public.
To the typical American, this appears to be the end of the Iraq war.
They know not of the costs of nationbuilding, nor do they care to know
that their elected oﬃcials are nigh
powerless to stop the actions of
NATO and the UN.
The typical American is likely to
buy the story that democracy is
being spread to a distant region of
the world, when the truth is that the
only thing the US government would
ever call true democracy is a US
stranglehold on Iraqi and regional
politics.
The Republican debates will have
new, interesting talking points
thanks to the withdrawal from Iraq,
and Obama will likely be remembered as a man who kept his promises, but the underlying cancers of
the War on Terror still fester under
the surface of American politics.
“The War on Terror” was started
in a fervor, born in the wake of the
9/11 attacks and the deaths of three
thousand people. Consequentially,
America ignored due process, and
has ultimately contributed to the
deaths of over one hundred thousand civilians in the Middle East.
In an all-American quest for revenge, the United States military has
thrown fuel on the ﬁre of a region
which was, long before its arrival,
plagued with disorder. Religious violence, genocide, and dictators were
the status quo in Iraq.
Generous as it may seem for the
US to take it upon itself to help such
an embattled region, military presence has made the situation many
times worse. Politicians may clamor
for US aid, but the masses of the
Middle East want nothing to do with
these would-be policemen of the
world.
Every day US soldiers traverse the
deserts of Iraq or Afghanistan is another day that the leaders of Al
Qaeda and the Taliban compound
their anger, and renew vows to bring
death to this Great Satan, which has,
for many decades, not seen ﬁt to
keep its nose out of their business.
The United States has Iraq in
ruins, and though its combat operations are ending, its troops will remain for many years yet. Soldiers
still ﬁght in Afghanistan, and NATO
drones bomb Yemen and Libya on a
regular basis.
These war eﬀorts have been made
under the guise of prosperity and
democracy, but in reality the United
States' self-image is naught more
than a grandiose delusion. American
money fuels chaos halfway across
the world, and our precious democracy is powerless to stop it.

What Grinds My Gears
Hallway What’s Ups
Sara Elder
Editorial Assistant
It’s nice to have friends in the hallway between classes. It gives us a reason not to walk straight to class and be
that guy who’s always there early to
class. And even more so, it makes you
feel important. Yeah, you know it’s
true, and I can guarantee that all of us
take pleasure in it.
That being said, when somebody
waves to me in the hall or says hi in
passing, I wave and smile. I say hello.
It’s a good hallway ritual that I wouldn’t want to stop.

‘Why not just leave it
at hello if your ‘what’s
up?’ isn’t sincere?’
But what about those people who
don’t just say hi—they follow up their
‘hi’ with a ‘what’s up?’ What’s worse
is that these people don’t stop to hear
your answer; they continue walking—
as if you’re going to turn around and
follow them in the opposite direction
just to answer them.

The other thing is that they obviously don’t want the answer to their
question, or else they’d stop for a
minute. The only answer somebody
can get out before this person is inevitably too far to hear is going to be
one word, at best, such as “nothing.”
Other times people are taken so oﬀ
guard by the question, not expecting
such a deep, thought-provoking question in a hall way, they don’t even
have time to think of an answer and
remain silent while they continue on
their way. Why not just leave it at hello
if your ‘what’s up?’ isn’t sincere?
If you are generally interested in the
response though, why not stop walking for a minute and let the person answer? You might ﬁnd out something
new about a person, or get a laugh out
of it and make your day that much better.
Bryant students, the world will not
end if your feet are planted in one
place for a minute or two. Chances are
you’re not so important that you can’t
take the time to stop. If you are that
important and the world is going to
end if you take another minute or two,
push people aside and make a run for
it, you’ll get there quicker and burn a
few calories while you’re at it.

Enjoy working online? Great.
The Archway needs a web editor!
Email us at archway@bryant.edu
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Lingerie Football League: just another male fantasy
Andriana Evangelista
Opinion Editor
The Lingerie Football
League (LFL) is precisely
what it sounds like: a 7-on-7
tackle football league where
girls wear bras, panties,
garters, helmets, and shoulder, knee, and elbow pads.
Without a doubt, girls deserve
their own football league;
however, they shouldn’t need
to wear this uniform to inspire support.
The female players may
take the game seriously, but
its underlying function is to
perpetuate a heterosexual
male fantasy: girl-on-girl action coupled with physical activity. It’s more soft porn than
it is an athletic aﬀair.
The league began as a
Super Bowl halftime alternative called the Lingerie Bowl,
oﬀered as a pay-per-view
during the Super Bowl Halftime show. In 2009, it was developed into an American
Football League.
I decided to watch some
clips of the games as well as
read some critical reviews to
get a clear picture of what it
was all about. When watching
clips of the LFL games, I noticed that the angle of the
camera was always on the

midriﬀ of the girls with a
focus on their breasts or buttocks. The girls wore bras and
panties that exposed their
cleavage and butt cheeks as
well as the very unnecessary
garter on their thigh. All the
girls were thin, athletic and
boasted extraordinarily large
bosoms.
Gender ideology is what a
culture identiﬁes as the
proper roles, responsibilities,
and rights of men and
women. Throughout history,
men have typically been allotted the role of the breadwinners who go to work and hold
the rights to the household.
The purpose of women in this
scenario is to serve men
through housework, sexual
reproduction, and, most relevant to this story, sexual
pleasure.
A device that enforces gender ideology is what is known
as the “male gaze”. This refers
to a way of looking and viewing things through the eyes of
the heterosexual male. The
term was coined in the 1970s
and has to do with how the
mass media objectiﬁes
women and the fact being
that most of the images in our
culture are made for the
pleasure of a heterosexual
male. Both men and women

learn to adopt the "male gaze"
due to its overwhelming presence in media.
At a typical LFL game you
will ﬁnd a DJ spinning club
music and an overabundance
of media. According to Spike
Rogan, a contributing writer
of the Bleacher Report, “the
game ha[s] a strip club feel”.
Like a ringleader, the media,
perpetuates the male gaze
and keeps women “in their
place.”
Have you ever seen a
woman, or rather her body
parts, used in an advertisement for a something that has
absolutely nothing to do with
the product? This game is yet
another example, like these
ads, where women are made
to care ﬁrst and foremost
about their looks, their bodies, and not their brains or
skills.
Only a few decades ago it
seemed outrageous to allow
American girls to partake in
sports. Once they were allowed they had to wear long
skirts. Since then, American
women have made an incredible transformation in the athletic world. They have
achieved both more appropriate uniforms and an increased
fan base. They liberated themselves from the beauty ideal

Strenous tryouts for the Lingerie Football League that took
place in Seattle, WA. (MCT Campus)
and the designated social role isn’t for their enjoyment, but
of the day. They didn’t have
for the enjoyment of male
to be fragile, weak, and delispectators.
cate; they could instead parAlthough you can claim
ticipate in collective athletics.
that all sports objectify their
As is often the case, howplayers, I have yet to see NFL
ever, with one step forward
players running around in
come two steps back. After
their jock straps. And that
such progress, the media has
says something about the fact
found a way to objectify fethat although American
male athletes again. These
women outnumber men by at
LFL athletes give men the best least one percent in terms of
of both worlds: they’re sexupopulation, only 18% of
ally strong and seemingly inAmerican governmental leaddependent, but are actually
ership positions, are occupied
just catering to male needs.
by women.
They’re playing a game that

Bryant’s breast cancer awareness week: Bryant uniting to make a diﬀerence

Jackie Ammirato (left) and Marge (right) getting pink extensions in their hair to support the cause.

Rachel Choinski
Contributing Writer
This past week, starting
Monday October 24th and
ending with Making Strides
on Sunday October 30th,
Bryant University went pink
for Breast Cancer Awareness
week. The week was planned
and carried out by Colleges
against Cancer (CAC) who
decked out the rotunda in
pink.
There were many diﬀerent
activities planned including
cookies with pink frosting,
honorary bra decorations, and
pink hair extensions. An honorary bra is a paper cutout of
a bra on which anyone could
write the name of someone
they know who had breast
cancer and their relationship

to them, along with decorating it to their liking. The bras
were all assembled and used
to ﬁll in a sign reading “Save
2nd Base,” a funny slogan
used for breast cancer awareness month.
This activity illustrated just
how many people are aﬀected
by breast cancer. Seeing all
the people come up and decorate bras made it even clearer
that it is important to continue to raise money for research so no one has to lose
their loved ones to breast cancer again.
What was probably the
biggest hit of the week was
the pink hair extensions
fundraiser. Students from
Toni & Guy Hair Salon Academy, located in Cranston, do-

nated their time to come to
campus on Tuesday and
Wednesday to put pink hair
extensions in eager student’s
hair.
Each hair extension cost $3
and many students requested
3 or 4 extensions to put in
their hair. Overall, the
fundraiser raised about $450,
which all went to the Making
Strides Walk. The fundraiser
was so successful that on its
ﬁrst day, the hair extensions
almost sold out and members
of CAC had to go out and buy
more.
There was also “Wear Pink
Wednesday” last week. As
the name implies, CAC asked
Bryant’s campus to dress in
pink for the day to show its
support for breast cancer re-

(Andriana Evangelista)

search and awareness. All
over campus students and
faculty alike pulled out their
pink clothes and accessories
to make a diﬀerence.
There was a participation
raﬄe in which students could
enter their names to win a gift
basket of pink breast cancer
awareness supplies that included a t-shirt, pink post-its,
pink ribbon socks, and much
more. The winner will be announced this coming week.
Many people came up to
the table in the rotunda to donate money to CAC’s Making
Strides team. Making strides
is a walk for Breast Cancer in
Roger Williams Park that took
place this past Sunday, October 30th. Bryant University’s
participation in this walk was

organized by the Center for
Student Involvement and
many clubs and organizations, including CAC, took
part in this event.
According to the Making
Strides website, “Making
Strides against Breast Cancer
is more than just the name of
a walk; it describes the
progress we’re making together to save lives and end
breast cancer.” This past
weekend, Making Strides of
Providence raised a total of
$518,795.19 to go towards
breast cancer research and
help save lives.
The members of CAC
would like to thank everyone
who participated in Breast
Cancer Awareness Week and
contributed to its success.

The Opinion pages of The Archway feature the opinions of the
identified columnists and writers, which are not necessarily those of
the newspaper or Bryant University.
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Domestic HPV vaccine for boys
Violence
MCT Campus
Awareness
Month
Nicole Murphy
Contributing Writer
Every ﬁfteen seconds in the
United States a woman is
abused by her domestic partner. October was Domestic
Violence Awareness Month.
Did you know either of those
facts? If no one knows, no one
can change anything.
There is no denying that
there are countries in the
world where the treatment of
women is inhumane. International conﬂicts, luckily, at
times raise global awareness
about the abuse. Their struggles deserve attention and aid.
We, as Americans, are aware
of this oppression occurring
across the world. There remains, however, a strange silence about the injustices
women continue to suﬀer
here at home.
Despite claims of equality
in America, in 2010 women
earned only 77.4% of the average man’s income according
to Forbes online. With the
same education and qualiﬁcations, women are still being
paid considerably less than
men in many positions. Legislation has done little to correct
the issue. Additionally, despite more educated women
in the work force, only 3% of
Fortune 500 company CEOs
are female, Forbes also noted.
Women are not only lacking a presence in business,
but in politics as well. There
are only six female governors
currently serving in the US.
Only thirty women have
served as governor in the history of the United States.
Today, despite society’s
claims of equality, only 17%
of Senators and only about
17% of current members of
Congress are women.
Men occupy the other 83%
of seats in both the House and
the Senate. Women are considerably underrepresented.
You probably need no reminding that 100% of our
Presidents have been male.
Women make up 50.8% of the
US population, according to
the 2010 Census.
Considering these inequalities in business and politics,
women may expect fair treatment at least in their homes.
For many women, though,
this is not the case. Psych
Central online reported that
25% of women are victims of
domestic violence. While this
is an extensive and considerable issue, little is done to create a safe environment for
these women at home.
More women are killed
trying to leave their abusive
partners than are killed during their stays with the said
abuser. One women’s center
quotes the daily death toll of
intimate partner violence as
three women a day.
Yet again, I ask, did you
know that October was Domestic Violence Awareness
Month? Today, three women
will die of injuries from an intimate partner. Now that you
know this, what will you do?

A government panel now
recommends that the vaccine
against human papillomavirus should be routinely
given to boys as well as girls.
Our question is: What took so
long?
Gardasil, the vaccine developed by Merck, protects
against the HPV strains most
likely to cause cervical cancer.
Because its purpose is to reduce this scourge, it always
made sense to treat it as a
public health issue and vaccinate those who might spread
the virus along with those
who might actually get sick.
The federal Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices recommended in 2009
that the vaccine be made
available to boys because of
its ability to prevent genital
warts, which can aﬄict males
as well as females. The following year, the FDA approved Gardasil for the
prevention of anal cancer, and
last week, the immunization
panel strengthened its stance,
advising that boys as young
as 9 should routinely receive
the vaccination to prevent
that potentially deadly illness
as well.
It was the right recommendation, but the reasons for
broadening the vaccine's use
are much bigger. Just as contraception and family planning should be seen as
societal health issues rather
than solely "women's issues,"
so should the medical battle
against a form of cancer that

was diagnosed in about
12,000 American women in
2007. The most eﬀective way
to provide protection is with
the widest possible use of vaccination.
We came out against early
eﬀorts to require the vaccine
for young girls when Gardasil
was approved by the FDA in
2006 as a preventive measure
for HPV, the most common
sexually transmitted infection,
with 6.2 million new cases in
the country each year. But
that wasn't because we agreed
with politicians who claimed
that inoculation would encourage young people to engage in premarital sex.
Rather, it was reasonable with
a new product to give parents
a chance to see its safety
record over time.
In the ﬁve years since then,
Gardasil has built a solid
safety record, yet the full series of three doses has been
given to only about one-third
of the age-appropriate girls.
As for concerns that giving
the vaccine to teenagers and
preteens might send the
wrong message, the best way
to combat that is with the
right information:
Gardasil does not guard
against all strains of HPV, nor
will it protect against other
sexually transmitted diseases.
But if widely administered, it
will reduce rates of suﬀering
and death. The most important message to send to
youngsters is that their health
matters.

Classified
Ads
Buying
I need new dancing shoes and some bodyglitter. I just ﬁnished a big project and I want
to boogie. I will be enjoying myself and shaking what my moma gave me until ﬁnals roll
around. I wear a size 9.5 but will force my
footsies into a 9.
TEXT 203-671-2529

Selling
$20.00 for a whole bunch of research on the
Target Corporation (TGT). I have just spent
the last month losing my tan and missing
out on the dollar specials at Rente’s. And
what do I have to show?... a 10 page paper
and some nice graphs. At least my last class
competition is done at Bryant.
Email kmcdono2@bryant.edu

Messages
Happy Birthday AlliSalz!!
22 years ago, on November 3rd, the world
was made an exponentially better place because you were born!
Thank for being all that you are—one of the
best people I know--and HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
– Anonymous
Happy birthday to Nick Calabro, Archway’s
favorite business writer and best dressed on
Halloween! Thanks for all your contributions!
- The Archway Staﬀ

Proﬁt and Loss
Lisa Morris
Lisa Morris just joined the CSI staﬀ as the new
Budget Analyst. Make sure to say hi to her because she could help you with your club’s
budget!
Timber!
The recent snow storm damanged many trees.
Be cautious when standing under any loose
branches or while having snowball ﬁghts!

Why won’t you leave, geese?
With the snow and the freezing, below-40-degrees-every-day weather, you’d think the geese
would have taken the hint and left already.

Bryant Said What!?
Compiled by Bryant Students

“You just got shocked by a french fry!”
Person 1: “Why do they have to make it snow?”
Person 2: “Who is ‘they’?”
Person 1: “Jesus and the weather God’s”
“Keep eating those and you’re going to puﬀ up!”
“On a personal note, my nipple ring gets really cold
this time of year”
“Hey, you’re almost wearing pants today!”
“If it looks like a skank and acts like a skank....it’s
probably a skank.”
“The day I gave that kid my name was the worst
day ever.”
E-mail funny quotes to aevangel@bryant.edu
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Five songs to
remember for
November

Record Store (MCT Campus)

Aaron Diamond
Staﬀ Writer
1) The Walk
By Mayer Hawthorne
This tune will bring you
back to the golden years of
Motown. It’s full of classic
soul. But don’t be fooled, this
guy is fresh and new! Mayer
Hawthorne puts a modern
spin on an old sound. His
music gives new meaning to
the word smooth.
He’s originally a DJ and
hip-hop artist. Elsewhere on
his album, How Do You Do,
Hawthorne mixes with his
good friend Snoop Dog.
Check this song out along
with the rest of the album. It’ll
blow your mind.
2. Don’t Turn the Lights On
By Chromeo
Feeling funky? Canadian
duo Chromeo has the sound
for you. This song is full of
synthesizers and guitars that
combine to make for one hip
number. Chromeo’s sound is
unlike anything else out there.
P-Thugg, the man on the
synths, plays with such precision and caress, while Dave
1’s vocals are smooth and
sexy.
He sings about a man waiting to be with his woman
until the night comes when
they can finally be together.
It’s a funky take on a love
song. One listen and you will
be hooked.
3. The Fire
By The Roots
John Legend joins The Legendary Roots Crew for this
uplifting tune. The Roots are
widely known for their live
hip-hop full band style – a
rarity in today’s world of electronic modification. They
recorded the album, How I
Got Over, live, which means
all of the band members are in
the studio playing together,
not one at a time.

The Fire is all about rising
up to fight for what you believe in. Legend croons, “You
don't say good luck. You say
don't give up. It's the fire, inside you. Let it burn.” It’s
truly inspiring from a band
that is keeping it real.

4. Canned Heat
By Jamiroquai

A Review: Hutchins
Consort Concert
Sara Larrabee
Staﬀ Writer
On October 19, students,
faculty, staﬀ, and members of
the local Bryant community
gathered in Janikies auditorium to experience history
being made. When President
Ronald K. Machtley walked
on stage, microphone in hand,
the lights dimmed, and he
began to introduce the performers who had come so far
to play for everyone.
The Hutchins Consort is
comprised of eight professional string musicians, all
from the West coast of the
United States, who travel the
world showing oﬀ the brilliance of Dr. Carleen Hutchins
who dedicated her life to reinventing the violin.
The eight members of the
consort each play a diﬀerent
version of the violin that
ranges from the highest pitch
alto violin (about 1.5 feet in
length) to the deep voice of
the contra bass violin (over 8
feet tall). Each instrument is
handcrafted to perfection and
there are less than six complete sets in the entire world.
The Hutchins group is the

only live performing group
with these violins in the
world.
Their repertoire ranged
from classic opera to Romanian dances (that were quite
recognizable to the crowd) to
modern compositions written
by the players themselves.
However, the diﬀerent pieces
that were played could have
appealed to a number of musical tastes because of the variety that they exhibit. This is
a specialty of a group like the
Hutchins consort.
As a musician myself, I had
no idea what to expect when
they started playing. However, when they took their cue
for the ﬁrst song, I was blown
away. The diﬀerent sounds
and the intricate rhythms of
each player came together to
form these seamless classic
pieces and it was hard to believe there were only eight
people on stage. At certain
times, the alto violin almost
acted as the electric guitar
voice throughout the song.
As an audience member,
you could feel the emotion radiating from the consort because of their body language.
If a song was fast and playful,
the members, speciﬁcally the

ﬁrst violin player Chris
Woods, would dance and
skip around the stage and
throughout the audience to
make everyone feel immersed
in the music.
If a song was slow and
emotional, the soloist – for
this example, the second violin player actually started crying towards the end of her
piece – would reveal his or
her raw emotions through
their facial expressions and in
the way they swayed with the
shape of the musical line or
theme.
Overall I had a great experience at the Hutchins Consort concert, not only because
I am a classical musician myself, and I enjoy live music,
but because these eight musicians have been crafting their
skills throughout their lives,
and the passion and creativity
they demonstrate through
playing their violins is truly
inspiring.
It was an honor for Bryant
to host such a performance on
our campus, and it was deﬁnitely worth attending. Be on
the lookout for future events
such as the President’s Cultural Series!

You may not know the
band, but you definitely have
heard the song before. Jamiroquai is huge over in its home
country of England. The band
has a unique style – a mix of
disco, funk, rock, and electronic.
Another distinctive detail
about the band is its early use
of the Dijeradoo. Take a listen
to Jamiroquai’s songs, they
will make you want to get up
and dance. Just like in the famous dance sequence in
Napoleon Dynamite, where
this song takes center stage.
5. Piledriver Waltz
By Alex Turner
You may not know Turner
but you’ve heard his voice.
He’s the lead singer of the
Arctic Monkeys. This song
comes from his solo album for
the movie Submarine. You
can find Piledriver Waltz on
the Arctic Monkeys’ most recent album, Suck It and See, as
well but this version is more
sincere.
Instead of the usual guitar
playing the lead, Turner’s solo
heavily features piano. The
tune has a ethereal sound that
slides perfectly into the
abrupt ending leaving you
dazed and wanting more.
Turner’s voice is so relaxed. He pulls you in and
swings you around with his
words – like sitting on a carnival ride that’s spinning round
and round. Jump on and go
for a ride with the Piledriver
Waltz.

Hutchins Consort Concert (Sara Larrabee)

Hallo-woof-een costumes:
Top 10 ways to dress up your dog
Jessica Kline
Staﬀ Writer
Many trick-or-treaters spend
weeks choosing the perfect costume, but what about for your
dog? Here’s a list of the top10
dog costumes of 2011. Tupper,
take notes for next year!
What did you dress your
dog up as this year for Halloween? My dog is way too
fat to ﬁt into any costume but
I am sure a majority of you
have fairly-skinny dogs. Well
according to Halloweenexpress.com there is a list of the
ten most popular pet costumes which are based upon
sales:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Bumble-Bee
Pirate
Devil
Prisoner
Superman
Hot Dog
Policeman
Spiderman
Red Power Ranger
Ladybug

If I had the choice to dress
up Pepper (my dog), I would
have deﬁnitely chosen the policeman considering that is
my dad’s profession. Maybe I
will get Pepper on the treadmill and dress him up next
year!
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Making strides through a
winter wonderland
Katie Hurley
Variety Editor
As October came to a close,
hundreds joined in to complete this year’s breast cancer
awareness month with a bang
through participation in the
Making Strides against Breast
Cancer event.
Making Strides is aﬃliated
with the American Cancer Society, and prides itself on
being more than just a walk as
its mission is to “progress together in saving lives and
ending breast cancer.” That
truly is the focus of this day,
working together to make a
diﬀerence.
From my personal experience, Making Strides against
Breast Cancer is one of the
most enthusiastic walks that I

have ever been involved in. I
was eleven years old when I
ﬁrst walked this event with
my Mom, and I remember,
even as a young girl, being in
awe about the atmosphere
and the excitement of the
crowd.
The energy of all who were
involved was amazing.
Singing, dancing and celebrating are three words that
can describe this day’s true
personality. What is not to
love about that? Furthermore,
pink, pink, and more pink is
all that one can see on this
morning in honor of breast
cancer awareness.
This year proved to be all
that much more thrilling as
the snow came down on
Providence, Rhode Island.
The nor’easter had minimal
eﬀect on the walkers, how-

ever, as they continued to
march passionately along the
three-mile course.
Numerous clubs, organizations, and individuals from
the Bryant community made
donations to this event, and
over $6,000 was contributed.
These contributions signiﬁcantly helped the American
Cancer Society exceed its goal
of $500,000 by more than
$50,000! Kudos to all who
helped in this accomplishment!
To the rest of the community, and for those who were
unable to attend the walk, donations and support can still
be made by visiting the Making Strides website at makingstrides.acsevents.org.
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Feeling vintage? Movie Review: In Time
Katie Hurley
Variety Editor
Check out the Urban Vintage Bazaar happening at
Brown University from Noon
– 4:00 p.m. on Saturday, November 5!

‘The merchandise is
guaranteed to be of
the highest quality
and it’s on sale!’
At the event, a caravan of
vendors will oﬀer sneak
peeks of their vintage clothing, jewelry, handbags, books,
artwork, and more. The merchandise is guaranteed to be
of the highest quality and it’s
on sale!
Some of the vendors participating in the event include
names such as ‘Carmen and
Ginger,’ ‘Find Me a Memory,’
and ‘Guess What I Have?’
Their oﬀerings date back from

Vintage Clothing

(MCT Campus)

the 1930’s through the 1980’s.
Therefore, you’re sure to ﬁnd
something to ﬁt your vintage
ﬂavor.
After looking through the
website myself, I must say
that there is some pretty cool
stuﬀ to be found. Bright colored ponchos and fun heeled
boots seem to be a hit for this
season.
Additionally, the jewelry
being sold will deﬁnitely add
some color into the typical
dull and dark winter
wardrobe with many ‘hippy’
styles from the 70’s era.
If you’re interested or want
more information about this
fun event, visit the vintage
blog at http://www.urbanvintagebazaar.blogspot.com/.
The Bazaar is located at 75
Waterman Street on the East
Side of Providence, inside
Brown University, and admission is FREE!

Coburn Childs
Variety Editor
There was a point, about
30 minutes through In Time,
where I turned to my friend
and whispered “I love this
movie!” A great premise, fantastic cast, clever set pieces,
and stylish cinematography
had me convinced I was
watching the best sci-ﬁ thriller
since Inception. However, just
minutes later, something
drastically changed. The ﬁlm
took a dramatic turn, stylistically and story-wise. The result is far from amazing.
In Time tells the story of a
society where time is literally
currency. People age up to 25,
then are given one ﬁnal year
to spend until they “clock
out.” In this world, you can
buy more time or spend it
quickly – the rich have centuries left, while the poor are
usually scrounging up any
extra hours they can get. Still
others are living literally on
“borrowed time” from loan
agencies. This fascinating
premise drives the story of
In Time and is set up strongly
for the audience to immediately buy into.
Justin Timberlake stars as
Will Salas, a man living in the
poorest “time zone,” working
hard for as many hours as he
can earn. He knows that there
is plenty of time for everyone,
and he longs for a more fair
distribution of time between
the zones, hoping to one day
see a world where everyone
can live their years equally in
peace. Unfortunately,
“timekeepers” and criminal
“minutemen” keep the lower
zones in check by thieving
and monitoring each
person’s time. But Will is
given a gift that may just
change all that…
First, the positives: As a
leading man, Timberlake is
outstanding, and it’s great to

see him in his ﬁrst action role.
Ever since The Social Network,
he has been taken more seriously as an actor – though
In Time has many problems,
Timberlake is not one of
them, and his career
shouldn’t be hurt by this
ﬁlm’s faults. In addition, the
cinematography in the ﬁlm is
also grand, with stylish sets,
thrilling action scenes, and a
very clear and intriguing
vision of the futuristic society.
The ﬁlm’s visual appeal
certainly cannot be denied.

‘[Amanda
Seyfried] and Timberlake have zero
chemistry together,
yet their relationship drives the action of the ﬁlm.’
Indeed, there was a reason
In Time captivated me from
the start.
Unfortunately, these aspects of the ﬁlm are completely overshadowed by the
time the ﬁlm reaches its second act. Sure, the concept of
“living on borrowed time” is
vividly illustrated, and the
implications of the story in
our current, fast-paced world
seem relevant and eye-opening. However, the ﬁlm eventually devolves into an overly
preachy clunker about a third
of the way through. Near the
40-minute mark, something
happens that shifts the tone
and style of the story, as Will
is suddenly thrust into a
“hero” role, becoming a
futuristic Robin-Hood-like
character. Subsequently, the
ﬁlmmakers use this as an
opportunity to make a
statement about the current
economic state of our country.
The story continues as a

chase-thriller, with thinly
veiled connotations of current
politics and even the Occupy
Wall Street situation. When
Will goes on the run with
Sylvia (Amanda Seyfried), the
beautiful daughter of a
wealthy corporate time
tycoon, the ﬁlm gets worse.
As talented and likeable as
Seyfried is as an actress (who
didn’t love ditzy Karen in
Mean Girls?), she is one of the
biggest problems with this
movie. She and Timberlake
have zero chemistry together,
yet their relationship drives
the action of the ﬁlm. Also, if
there ever was a cardboard
cutout cliché of a female
character in an action movie,
Sylvia would be it. Unfortunately, the same can be said
for every single other character in this movie, save for
Will. Talents like Cillian
Murphy and Olivia Wilde are
completely wasted in roles
that are beyond stereotypical
and just plain boring.
As In Time continues,
plot holes, far-fetched coincidences, and chance escapes
riddle the rest of the ﬁlm,
which spirals into a jumbled,
heavy-handed, and emotionally void mess. By the time
Will and Sylvia have become
sort of a “futuristic Bonnie
and Clyde” duo, the ﬁlm is
too far gone to save – and
there is still over a half-hour
left. For a movie that exalts
the value of time, the ﬁlmmakers certainly don’t seem
to like practicing what they
preach. Though fascinating
and stylish to begin with, In
Time is unfortunately just not
worth its two-hour price tag.
I give In Time a 2 out of 5
Bulldogs..
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the myBryant online por
portal
tal

Collin Heroux
Congratulations!

new features, enhanced functionality,
functionality,
better message control

4:30PM-6:30PM ONLY

The
T
he myBryant online

improvements including enhancements

portal
por
tal has recently been

to the calendaring and communities

upgraded with enhanced features

features, a mobile app, and expanded
features

and functionality, and with a new look.

content just for members of the Bryant

myBryant is an important campus resource

community.

for the entire Bryant community and

If you have not already begun using

provides ease of use and a single sign-on

myBryant to access news and information,

to access campus announcements, news

you are missing impor tant information.

and your own personal accounts.

Access myBryant directly from the

The upgraded portal has significant new

www.bryant.edu home page. Simply scroll

features within myMessages (yes!, you

down on the left navigation column and

can now delete a message without opening

click on myBryant, then use your email

it) and the speed has been accelerated.

username and password to login.

During the next few months students,

If you have any questions or concerns with

faculty and staff can look forward to more

myBryant, please use the Feedback tab.
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